
WATERSIDE TV-TELEPHONE-INTERNET SITUATION AND POSSIBILITIES 

1. CURRENT SITUATION 
 
Waterside does offer the following service, a basic TV service for the English non digital channels 
via Direct TV. Monthly cost for this service is $4,551.33 for an annual total cost of $ 54,616.00.         
Seven French and one English Canadian Channel sourced via a Shaw dish supported by 8 
decoders provided by various owners, for two of the owners we do reimburse their costs, (total 
yearly cost $2,596.00).  The balance of the total annual ($65,000.00) cost, $ 7,788.00 covers 
maintenance cost of the system. 
 
Waterside is not involved in the telephone or the internet services to the units, only its own 
needs and Wi-Fi service at the clubhouse. We have an emergency red phone at the club house, a 
phone in the library, a phone in the kitchen and the office telephone system. The phone line in 
the kitchen is used to provide the source for the WI-FI service that is available at the club house 
and a limited surrounding area at a yearly cost of $3,000.00. 
 
On the TV system we have a group of owners that added dish antenna either from Direct TV or 
Dish Network (total 18 antennas) or via Shaw (total 16 antennas) for a current total of 34 
antennas. These benefit 67 owners, one for each Direct TV or Dish Network and 49 for Shaw. 
Their justification is mainly to get reception in HD service and expanded TV stations. We could 
reduce the number of antennas on Direct TV if they would allow multiple owners on one 
antenna, this is technically possible but Direct TV simply refuses to allow it. The location of those 
antennas and any future antennas was determined by a specialist firm about 3 years ago. 
 
We need to keep in mind that over 75% of our owners are snowbirds either from Canada, the 
US or Latin America. A large portion of owners do not have internet access due to their own 
decision.   A growing number of owners do not use a land line telephone, they use a cell phone 
and this should be growing as there is more and more offerings of free long distance service on 
cell, like the current TV drive by T-Mobile and also by some Canadian provider.  Finally a 
substantial group of owners are not maintaining their telephone land line or their internet for 
a 12 months period, which does create problems for their current and future service.  
 

2. MAJOR COMPLAINTS 
 
The main sources of complaints come from the internet lack of speed, the non-availability of HD 
service and in a more limited way the lack of HBO service.  
 
On the internet we do believe that we now have the truth, it is not a problem unique to 
Waterside.   It is a nationwide, coast to coast problem created by an AT&T decision not to 
expand their DSL service anymore which creates a lack of ports available to connect internet 



service (see attach).  By the way the main complainers are the one that use the internet to 
source either their telephone service on Facetime, Skype, Magicjack or others service that do 
take away revenue from the telephone land line supplier. Some owners have and others would 
like to add a sling box for TV service, which also requires a high speed internet. 
 
The stability of our TV service is another source of complaints, as our in-ground and surface 
equipment is getting old and hard to service with poor availability of replacement parts; we do 
from time to time experience a shut down in TV service for a portion of our site. So far we have 
managed to resolve those situations. 
 

3. HOW CAN WE RESOVE THE ABOVE ISSUES 
 
There is no easy solution; we can either sign a multi-year contract with a recognized bulk 
account supplier like AT&T or Comcast. Those firms can offer a bulk account for a multiyear 
contract, where Waterside will be the one paying the invoice and the cost spread over 411 
owners via the monthly maintenance fee. This will cover telephone, TV and internet services to 
all, you need it or not, this becomes a permanent twelve months service charge.  
                        
We have in the past contacted AT&T for their Uverse service, they will only service Waterside if 
we have a bulk/multi-year agreement and use the existing copper line past the on-site main 
connection box and probably fiber up to that box near the “petanque”.  
 
We are trying to contact Comcast, and were referred to their bulk department, it may be 
difficult to obtain service from them as our current system is not of any use and their 
investment would be substantial. On any solution, we will have to find a way to maintain the 
Canadian stations, our security system and communication channel. Remember that a 
multiyear non concealable contract will need the approval of the owners, before signature. 
 
Waterside can also find a tier supplier to provide same service as above but on a less financially 
secure basis, we have been contacted and received proposal in the past by such a firm.  
 
If we forget the phone and TV service we can find alternatives for the internet via Hughes 
Network or from a private company with a series of antenna to be installed on our site. We have 
contacted Cisco system to discuss with them the various equipment and suppliers that do offer 
this type of service, we have a call scheduled with them Wednesday, July 29, 2015.  We have 
investigated the antenna possibilities many years ago and we faced issues due to our building 
construction, mainly the stucco and the wire mesh in it. 
 
Owners on an individual basis can use a wireless device like the ones of Virgin, Verizon, AT& T 
and others; we cannot recommend this solution for a full site service.  I did personally test the 
wireless device; it did work nicely until they changed their billing structure by limiting the 



consumption, so it became way too costly. By the way, this is what AT&T is recommending to 
use due to their lack of ports availability. 
 
On the TV side we can upgrade our service with Direct TV to have some stations in HD, it will not 
be perfect, this will mean an increase of our maintenance cost, may be $10.00/$20.00 a month. 
We can easily change our Shaw decoder interface to obtain Canadian TV channels in HD, this will 
be a onetime $20,000.00 cost. My suggestion here is that we test using one of the Shaw TV 
stations, upgrade Waterside decoder to a HD one, we can try to get a loner for the test, if not 
the cost is $2,000.00 and this will serve to see how our current in-ground conduit and 
equipment will perform. We can also determine if the 49 owners that have HD via their contract 
with Shaw will still maintain their service or simply use Waterside’s 8 different channels.   We 
can always increase the number of Canadian channels available by installing additional 
decoders, if we can find them. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
If we could determine exactly what the owners want I am sure we would see a difference 
between the permanent resident versus the snowbird. From a snowbird point of view and we 
have talked to more than 50 of them over the summer months, as long as they have a fast 
internet and if we could add HD TV to the Canadian stations they would be pleased. Remember 
that our responsibility is for all of the owners, not only the snowbird. This is also supported by a 
study conducted by a small committee last spring; the main subject was internet performance. 
 
From a permanent owner perspective, they would like to get the 3 services, until some of them 
hear about the increase in monthly maintenance costs. We would also need to have a solution 
for the long distance charge back to owners, permanent or snowbird.  Any adopted solution will 
mean additional work for the office, imagine the phone calls when service is not working, 
owners would call the office and not the provider (AT&T, Comcast or a tier party supplier).  
Additionally, Waterside would carry the financial risk of bad debt. 
 

5. SHORT TERM ACTIONS 
 
 Publish this memo and the press release related to the nationwide lack of DSL port. 
 Continue our search for an internet solutions and discussion with Cisco. 
 Conduct an HD TV test on a Shaw Canadian TV channel, to determine reaction of our 

system. 
 Maintain communication with owners on the subject, by telling them not to cancel internet 

service with AT&T. 
 
Andre Mongrain, July 27, 2015 

               










